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The ESR Schottky-Diagnosis-System 

K. Beckert, S. C&her, B. Franzke, U. Schaaf 
GSI - Darmstadt, D-6100 Darmstadt, FRG 

1 Introduction 

In addition to thk determination of a variety of interesting beam 
parameters, one of the important tasks in the ESR is the obser- 
vatior. of possible partizle beam instabilities and the measurement 
of their properties to understand the driving mechanisms and to 
find means for a cure. 
The planned system will allow on-tine measurements of normal 
Schottky spectra (longitudmal and transverse) and of beam trans- 
fer functions, yielding information on the revolution frequency and 
energ)! of particles, bet&on tune and chromaticity, synchrotron 
frequency and &amplitude, emittance and particle distributions 
and providing also data on the ring itseli (stahlity limits, wall 
impedance, field error effects, working line). In the case, that 
transversely unstable modes should occur an active feedback sys- 
tem will be used to damp these oscil!ations. 
Originally, one of the 12 available ESR position monitors (diag- 
onal spht type, length 11 cm, band width 100 MHz, couphng 
impedance 1 MQ) should have been used for Schottky diagnostics 
aa vd, because they were planned to deliver both the analog sum 
and d.fference signals But, based c,n experieuces gained during 
first Schottky me,asurements at SIS it has been decided to instal a 
dedicated pickup in the ESR as soon as poss:ble This new rnon- 
:tor hrtv a considerable greater length than the position monitors, 
its coupling impedance will be 50 Q, and it can be used in the 
electrcstatlc mode aa well as in the stripline mode. These changes 
lead tit a much higher sensitivity azd therefore allow the detection 
of smaller signals The design of the monitor has been completed 
and :t will be manufactured during spring 1990 

2 Measurement Setup 

To control the electronics at the beam line the possibilities offered 
by the ESR/STS control system wi!l he used instead of the formerly 
planned multiprogrammer unit, 

A substantial improvement of the analyzing capacity will be 
achieved by using the DSA 602, a fast digitizer, which allows the 
recording of very short transient events with excellent time res- 
olutior. The time spectra will then be Fourier transformed and 
evalualcd on a HP9000/340C+ comp.iter equipped with a lot of 
convenient graphics features Ths opens up a completely new 
group of measurements m additlcn to the normal spectrutn ana- 
lyzer. the FFT-analyzer and the network-analyzer. 
Smce it is fairly comphcated to satisfy the phase relatmn in feed- 
back apphcatlons for different operation modes by usmg only one 
monitcc another solution was necessary A method developed in 
CER.N will be adopted By applying the signals from two pickups 
to the kicker, the phase angle of the feedback signal can be varied. 
The signal levels from the two ?lckups are individually adjusted 
wi:h tfe correct settings obtainril from the beam transfer function 
(BTF) To a&eve the large necessary bandwidth, the signal travel 
time bl%ween pickups and kicker has tc, correspond to the time of 
flight cf the particles. 
A &ag:am of the planned equipment is shown in Fig.1 The above 
ment!oned devices are all available, the necessary software will be 
written during the next month and years, the required electrcnics 
has ber,n developed and ordered. 

Figure 1: Equipment for Schottky Cwgnost~cs. 

3 Results 

Using a resonant posltlor monitor in a prelmmsry se:up, success- 
ful Schottky measurements were possible from begiilnmg cn in the 
SIS/ESR-complex. Menqurements have been carried out with dif- 
ferens KJ~S (AT”+, XP+, Kr16+ and Jr,“+) at energies from 10 
to 100 MeV/u .and bunched a? well as coasting beams By :ic 
end of multi-turn injection the beam current reached typical!y a 
maximum oi some 10 DA. Suitable events from the control system 
have been used to start the evaluation of a spectrum and then 
up to 500 spectra of succeeding machine cycles have been aver- 
aged to iaprove the measurement accuracy In addtion t3 nor-. 
ma1 Schottky-scans we analyzed transverse spectra resulting frurx 
a short excitation by a magnetic kicker. Figure 2 shows several 
longitudinal Schottky-bands of succeeding harmonics of the psr- 
title revolution frequency The effect of 6he resonant pIckup is 
clearly visible The shape of each harmonic is a direct image cf 
the particle frequency distribution. That allows us to determine 
the momentum spread of the beam and tte distance of the har- 
momcs gives the average revolution frequency and particle energy 
respectively. Figure 3 shows the sphtting into several synchrotron 
satellites of a single Schottky-band in the case of a. bunched beam 
Tine synchrotron frequency can easily be evaluated by messurmg 
the distance of these satellites In figure 4, the narrowband time 
domain measurement shows the mtegral power of a Schottky-bacd 
as a function of time. The beam lifetime (e-folding time) is deter- 
mned by the slope of this curve. The follGng list finally gives a 
short review of the results obtained in 1989. With Schottky-scan 
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methods, we have been able to measure 

. the exact particle revolutmn frequency and energy 

l the particle frequency dist:ibution and momentum spread of 
the beam 

l the synctrotrcn frequency in the case of a bunched beam 

. the average betatr,x tune Q and moreover the so called 
“working line” i e. the variation of the betatron tune across 
the part& momentum diszihution. The slope of this curve 
detnes the chromaticity E. 

. the variation of the betatron tune Q and the chromaticity < 
in a wider range (across the aperture) by varying the RF- 
frequency and evaluating the tune at several paints. 
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Figure 2. Longitudinal Schottky-bonds of o Xezl+ beam 
(11.6 Mcl’/u) nt several harmonics o/the pwticle rwolution fre- 
quency. The increase of sencrtivity due to the pickup re.sononce 
around 9 JlHz LS clenrly vwblc 

Figure 3 Longitudinal Schottky-band with same beam parameters 
OS above and RF on (bunctied beam) The distance of the syn- 
chrotron sddim ~WCZS the synchrotron frepen~y of the p~tide~ 
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Figure 4 Narrowbond timedomain measurement showing the rn- 
tegral power cf o Schottky-band os o Junctton of ttme. From the 
slope oJ ihls CUTUP a beamlijet~me o.f~= f9,7 ms cnn be esalunted. 

4 Working Line Measurement 

The variation of the betatron tune with momentum defines the 
working line. It can be determined by analyzing the two side- 
bands of the transverse Schottky spectrum. Herewatd [I] proposed 
a method to find corresponding points in the fast and slow wave 
band where the signals are induced by the same particles This 
method uses the fact that the contribution of each partxle to the 
total signal power is the same in each side band Therefore, the 
total signal power below corresponding points is identical in both 
bands. 

Figure 5: Corresponding pants zn slow and fast-move sidebands. 

Using an appropriate computer program the equivalent points 
are determined by integrating the signal power from two known 
correspondmg points. The edges of the bands could be used, but 
they are not well defined m most cases. Therefore, the integration 
1s started at the center of the bands where the integrated signal 
strength equals half of the total power The frac:ional part of the 
tune and the revolution frequency are then defined by 

q - df+ - f-W+ + f-j 
f = if+ + f-)/(2p) 

where p is the harmonic number This method is usually apphed 
to uncorrelated Schottky spectra. In order to improve the signal 
to noise ratio, the beam has been klcked by a short pulse The 
measured signal comes from the collective beam response to the 
pulse and 1s identical to the well-known beam transfer function 
Although this signal differs in frequency domain from the Schottky 
power spectrum, we fcund that the method proposed by Hereward 
can also be applied to the power spectrum of a kicked beam. 

Results obtained with this method are shown in Fig 6 For 
calculations we used the measured horizontal betatron sidebands 
of Fig. 7 They are in good agreement with the results obtained 
with a complementary method (Fig 8) which considers the varl- 
ations of the mean tune of a kicked bunched beam at differen: 
RF-frequencies This method determines the tune with frequency 
steps larger than the beam frequency spread and doesn’t give in- 
formation about the tune variations within the particle frequency 
distrlbction. Nevertheless the chromatlclty obtained YL.lth these 
two methods are in good agreement It IS propcrtionna! to the 
slope of the tune curves. We found -0 8 with the first method 
and -1 with the second one. 
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Figure 6 Honzontal betatron tune dzstribution us reuolutlon fre- 
quency wthin the par-Me frequency distrrbution 

5 Particle Momentum Distribution 

In the case of negligible coupling impedance, both Schottky- and 
BTF-scans allow a direct measurement of the particle revolution 
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Figure 7. Fast-wove (a) and sloul-wave (b) sideband of a Ar13+ 
coostmg beam at 100 Me V/u at the 20th harmonic of the revolution 
frequency. 
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Figure 8: Mean horizontal betotron tune distribution ~8s RF-fre- 
quency. 

frequency distribution However, at high phase space density (e.g. 
for very cold beams) Schottky spectra as well as BTF’s are strongly 
distorted. Nevertheless, there are several alternatives to determine 
both the particie distribution and the coupling impedance using 
the measurement techniques mentioned above: 

. The real part of the coupling impedance can be found frcm 
the horizontal shift of the asymptotes of the measured stabii- 
ity diagram. The particle distribution can then be cahzulated 
directly from a longitudinal Schottky spectrum and the real 
part of the BTF 

s If the asymptotes of the stability diagram should not be 
clearly defined, a certain test impedance might be used to 
calculate the particle distribution from the BTF. It will 
be equal to the distribution determined from the Schottky 
spectrum if the test impedance coincides with the actual 
impedance 

. Assuming a symmetric particle revolutron frequency distri- 
bution, one longitudinal BTF-measurement is sufficient to 
evaluate roughly the coupling impedance and thus the par- 
ticle distribution. 

6 Electron Cooling in the ESR 

On May, 13th. electron cooling was successfully tested in the ESR 
for the first time. The 4nAr’8+ beam (92 MeV/u), wrth an initial 
momentum spread of about AP/P = 3. 10e3 was cooled to a finite 
momentum spread of AP/P = 3 lo-’ Fig.9 shows the particle 
frequency distribution of the cooled ESR-beam together w:th the 
initia.! distribution as reference 

Flg.10 is a time domain measurement which allows to deter- 
mine the cooling rate and to optimize it. The high voltage of the 
electron cooler is stepped to a higher level. As a consequence, the 
Schotttkv-bands move over a certain frequency range. The speed 
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Figure 9: Distribution of the cooled ESR-beam 

of this movement is a measure of the cooling rate. It is evaluated 
by measuring the time it takes the Schottky band to move across 
three rf-buckets created by an amplitude modulated carrier which 
is placed somewhere between the initial and the final position of 
the Schottky band 
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Figure 10 Time domam meast~~-emen? 

A more detailed description of the future plans concerning the 
dragnostics of cooled ion beams is given elsewhere in this vol- 
ume [2] 
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